
The visitors to our city, or strangers in transit, if they have the time and stop, 

marvel at the beauty of Dunaföldvár. The inhabitants of the quiet little town with 

clean air, situated in the middle of the country, keep their values and cherish their 

traditions. There can be found here monuments, spas, charming cellars of 

hospitality, romantic nature reserves, Danube water surfaces capable of fishing 

and water sports. Dunaföldvár is starting to show its real face only now and 

developing attractive opportunities for tourism. One can taste the famous 

delicious fish soup on the bank of the flowing Danube at the foot of the town, and 

have a pleasant rest on the terraces of the busy centre area. The historic 

downtown become embellished by the renovation of the Castle Quarter and the 

streets to get there. It is worth going up and enjoying the stunning bird's eye 

view from the look-out tower known "Turkish tower". The recognition and 

associated developments of such touristic values as the nice location of the town 

and the geographical features can be decisive elements Dunaföldvár's future.

Within the scope of the project, the Municipality of Dunaföldvár town 

authentically restores the farmhouse of deteriorated condition; renovates, 

extends and converts the outbuilding into activity hall at No. 19 Attila Street, 

which have strong relation to the traditional, local rural life style of the 19th 

century. The building complex and the surroundings are under the protection of 

the local historic monuments. The forecourt, the rear garden and the court which 

are devastated and completely neglected are also restored in a traditional way 

(planting herbs and fruit trees) by common, voluntary effort of the locals. The 

project activities also involves restoration and cleaning of the furnishing of the 

house. By the implementation of the project the whole complex will be converted 

into an enjoyable traditional country farmstead with green environment and an 

exhibition area for local ethnography and history.

This farmhouse is the last and the only memory of the local vernacular built 

heritage. It was donated to Dunaföldvár town by Mari Jakli 's heir Margit 

Csizmadia in order to operate as a memorial country house with all facilities.
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